Introduction
CT colonography (CTC) is considered a possible screening tool in the detection of colorectal adenoma. Although several studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] have shown CTC has excellent accuracy in the detection of medium (6-9 mm) and large ( 10 mm) polyps, the detection rates cannot be consistently reproduced [6] [7] [8] . A possible explanation is the wide range of reviewer performance. The origins of interobserver variability are not completely understood, but high volumes of data and low disease prevalence, which lead to reviewer fatigue, may play a role. These problems are of particular concern in screening, in which large numbers of patients without symptoms are examined.
A double-interpretation strategy similar to that used for mammographic screening may be feasible for limiting wide interobserver variability. Johnson et al. [7] found a 19-29% increase in overall sensitivity of CTC when a second reviewer was used.
Double interpretation is time-consuming, increases costs, and may therefore not be feasible in every radiology department. Computer-aided diagnosis is a promising tool in development that may be used as a possible second reviewer [9] [10] [11] .
Another alternative may be to deploy trained paramedical personnel as second reviewers [12, 13] . The aim of the study was to investigate the reviewer performance of two trained radiographers in comparison with that of two radiologists in the evaluation of CTC examinations of 150 patients by comparing the sensitivity and specificity of CTC in polyp detection with those of the reference standard, optical colonoscopy.
Materials and Methods

Patients and Setting
We selected the first 150 consecutively enrolled patients from a series of 249 patients at increased risk who had participated in a study on the accuracy of CTC [5] .
These patients underwent technically successful CTC examinations. Five patients were excluded because of unavailability of the case record form or archived CTC images of the lesions. Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics.
All patients were at increased risk of development of colorectal cancer because of a personal or family history of colorectal polyps or cancer and were scheduled to undergo colonoscopy. Exclusion criteria were age less than 18 Eligible patients were invited to the study and asked for written informed consent.
The medical ethics committee of the Academic Medical Center approved the aforementioned accuracy study and indicated that no additional approval and no additional informed consent from patients were required for this study.
Diagnostic Procedures
Bowel preparation -Patients underwent preparation with a full bowel cleansing consisting of 4-6 L of polyethylene glycol electrolyte solution (Klean-Prep, Helsinn Birex Pharmaceuticals) on the day before and/or the day of the examination. Each examination was performed with a 22-second breathhold. The scans were At the beginning of the study, scanning was performed with an effective tube current of 100 mAs. In the course of the study, however, it became clear that substantial radiation dose reduction did not impair sensitivity or specificity [14, 15] , and we reduced the effective tube current according to the abdominal circumference of the patient. Slender ( 87.5 cm) patients were scanned at 25 mAs, medium-sized (87.5-102.5 cm) patients at 40 mAs, and larger (> 102.5 cm) patients at 70 mAs. The estimated effective dose for a complete examination (supine and prone) was 5 mSv
for an average-sized patient.
Colonoscopy 
Determination of Lesion Status
Two research fellows not involved in interpreting the findings matched CT colonographic and colonoscopic (reference standard) findings. Face-to-face comparison was made of the CTC and colonoscopic images. A polyp detected on CTC was labeled a true-positive finding on the basis of three criteria. First, the segmental location of the CTC finding had to correspond with the segmental location indicated on the case record form or with the adjacent segment. Second, the polyp size estimated by the endoscopist had to correspond with the CTC measurement. Third, the appearance of the lesions had to closely resemble that of the corresponding polyp at the videotaped colonoscopic examination. Because polyp size estimation at colonoscopy is prone to error, we accepted a margin of error of 3 mm for polyps < 6 mm and of 5 mm for polyps 6 mm.
If unexplained false-positive findings 10 mm were found, second-look colonoscopy was performed to verify whether these lesions were indeed false-positive findings. In the case of second-look colonoscopy, the endoscopist was informed of the location, morphologic features, and measured size of the lesion on CTC. This step was taken only in the initial study for lesions detected by the radiologists.
CTC Data Evaluation
Reviewers -Four observers with different levels of experience reviewed all data.
Reviewer 1 was a radiologist with 9 years of experience in abdominal radiology. This abdominal radiologist had interpreted more than 9,000 abdominal CT examinations.
Reviewer 2 was a radiologist in training who had been involved in research on CT and MR colonography and had attended approximately 50 colonoscopic examinations. As part of a research project, reviewer 2 had compared 50 CTC cases with videotaped colonoscopic examinations in a face-to-face manner. Reviewers 1 and 2 had evaluated the 150 data sets presented as part of a larger accuracy study [5] on CTC and had both evaluated more than 50 CTC cases before this study. Review method -The observers were blinded to all clinical findings and the colonoscopic results. The examinations were evaluated on a workstation with a primary 3D unfolded cube review technique with axial 2D and multiplanar reconstruction images for problem solving (EasyVision, Philips Medical Systems) [16] .
All reviewers were scheduled free from clinical work to interpret the examination findings. No more than 10 cases were interpreted per session. The reviewers scored the presence, morphologic features, size, and location of polyps or colorectal cancer.
Observers were asked to provide a degree of confidence regarding polyp presence (0%, no polyp;25%, probably no polyp; 50%, possibly a polyp;75%, probably a polyp; 100%, certainly a polyp).Only lesions on CTC scans that were scored with a certainty of 50% or more were considered for analysis. Review time was recorded with a stopwatch.
Outcome parameters
Because of the potential future role of CTC in screening for colorectal adenoma and carcinoma, we used per-patient sensitivity and specificity as the main outcome parameters. We also calculated per-polyp sensitivity and the false-positive rate. All results were stratified according to cut-off values of 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 mm.
Per patient -Per-patient sensitivity was defined as the number of patients with at least one lesion detected with CTC relative to the number of patients with polyps identified during colonoscopy. In the size-stratified analysis, a patient in whom polyps were detected with CTC was considered to be a true-positive patient if at least one polyp in the respective size range was seen with colonoscopy. A patient was considered a false-positive patient when no polyps or only those in a smaller size category were detected during colonoscopy.
Per-patient specificity was defined as the number of patients with no polyps detected during colonoscopy relative to the number of patients without polyps at colonoscopy.
In the size-stratified analysis, a patient in whom no polyps had been detected with CTC was considered a true-negative patient if no polyps in that respective size range or larger were seen with colonoscopy. A patient was considered a false-negative patient if polyps of that size or larger were detected during colonoscopy.
Per polyp -Per-polyp sensitivity was defined as the number of polyps detected with CTC relative to the number of polyps identified during colonoscopy. False-positive findings were CTC findings that did not match endoscopic findings as documented on the case record form and the colonoscopic videotape. Combined sensitivity per patient -For screening purposes, a double interpretation strategy can be applied. We calculated sensitivity after combining the results of different reviewers. For this purpose, true-positive lesions identified at CTC by two observers were summarized for calculation of combined sensitivity. This calculation was performed for each set of two observers: observer 1 plus observer 2, observer 1 plus observer 3, and so on. Subtracting the sensitivity of the observer with the highest value from the combined sensitivity made it possible to determine an increase in sensitivity.
Statistical Analysis
Differences in sensitivity and specificity between observers were tested for significance using the McNemar statistic. In addition, sensitivity and specificity for the radiologists (reviewers 1 and 2) and radiographers (reviewers 3 and 4) as groups were compared by use of the McNemar test. Statistical significance was considered p < 0.05.
Results
Colonoscopic findings
A total of 317 polyps were detected, of which 31 were large ( 10 mm), 29 medium (6-9 mm), and 257 small (< 6 mm). These polyps were found in 86 (59%) of 145 patients. In 18 (12%) of the patients, the largest polyp was 10 mm; in 26 (18%)
of the patients, a polyp measuring at least 6 mm was found. No histologic findings were retrieved on 87 polyps. Eighty eight (28%) of the 317 polyps were adenomas.
Two colorectal carcinomas were found and were categorized among lesions 10 mm. Among the 317 polyps, 232 had a sessile morphology, 25 pedunculated, and 60 flat. Colonoscopy initially revealed that 16 (89%) of 18 patients had large polyps.
Two second-look endoscopic examinations were performed because two lesions 10 mm detected with CTC but not with colonoscopy could not be explained on the colonoscopic videotape. These lesions proved to be polyps initially missed at conventional colonoscopy.
CTC
The median review time for a complete supine and prone CTC examination was 16 minutes (range, 7-37 minutes) for reviewer 1, 13 minutes (range, 
Per Patient
Sensitivity and specificity - Table 2 shows the performance characteristics of all observers for CTC according to polyp size per patient and per polyp. All reviewers correctly identified 14 (78%) of the 18 patients with at least one large polyp ( 10 mm).
The same four patients with large polyps were missed by all observers. Three of four missed cases were flat adenoma. One patient had a pedunculated adenoma. After unblinding of the colonoscopic results, we could only positively identify one patient in retrospect on the CTC examination (Fig. 1) .
Per patient, no significant differences in sensitivity stratified for polyp size were observed between reviewers or between groups (radiologists vs radiographers).
Specificity among patients without large polyps ranged between 91% and 94% for the observers. Specificity values were comparable except for lesions 6 mm; reviewers 2 and 4 had significantly more false-positive findings (p < 0.05). For all other thresholds, no statistically significant differences were found between observers or between groups. Predictive values - Table 3 shows the predictive values for the reviewers. Because the number of false-positive findings among patients with large lesions was relatively small, mean negative predictive values for patients without polyps 10 mm were high (97%). The positive predictive values for identification of patients with large polyps were 64% for reviewer 1, 56% for reviewer 2, 61% for reviewer 3, and 58%
for reviewer 4.
Per Polyp
Sensitivity -In Table 2 the performance characteristics are displayed on a per-polyp basis stratified for size. Reviewers 2 and 3 correctly identified 22 (71%) of 31 large polyps; reviewers 1 and 4 detected 21 (68%) and 19 (61%) large polyps. Reviewer 4 had higher false-negative rates for all categories; however, only the false-negative rate for polyps of all sizes was significantly higher than that of the other reviewers (p < 0.05). Consequently, a significant difference in sensitivity between radiologists and radiographers as groups was also found for polyps of all sizes but not in the other categories.
False-positive findings - Table 4 shows the false-positive findings stratified according to lesion size. For every size category, the radiographers as a group had more falsepositive findings than did the radiologists. This difference was not statistically 
Interobserver Analysis
Most reviewers detected and missed the same lesions. This phenomenon was most apparent for reviewers 1 and 2, with interobserver agreement ranging from good to excellent (81% for all lesions, 88% for lesions 6 mm, and 97% for lesions 10 mm). The other reviewers had good interobserver agreement, which ranged from 71% to 91% (Table 5 ).
Combined Sensitivity per Patient
Because every observer detected and missed the presence of lesions 9 mm and 10 mm in the same patients, no increase in sensitivity (79% and 78%, respectively) was found when results were combined. The combined sensitivity for lesions 8 mm for any set of two observers was 82% (18/22); the sensitivity increased 5% (one patient), from 77% to 82%, when the results for reviewers 1 and 3 were combined.
For all other combinations, no increase was observed. For lesions 7 mm, the combined sensitivity was 83% (20/24), an increase of 5% (one patient) if reviewer 1 was combined with reviewer 3. For all other combinations, no increase was observed.
For lesions 6 mm, no increase in sensitivity was found when the results of any of the observers were combined. 
Discussion
We investigated the performance characteristics of CTC by radiographers in 145 consecutive patients at increased risk of colorectal carcinoma. We found detection rates for colorectal polyps similar to those of radiologists. The sensitivity for large polyps was 78% for all reviewers at a specificity of 91-94%. All observers detected and missed the presence of large polyps in the same patients.
In the literature, similar rates of polyp detection on CTC have been reported for radiologists and radiographers. Bodily et al. [12] found that in a selected data set of 50 cases, non-radiologists correctly identified polyps in 78% of patients with large lesions; the rate was 81% for radiologists. In 2006, in a European multicenter study [17] in which the performance of CTC experienced radiologists was compared with that of recently trained radiologists and radiographers, the results were similar for the two groups. Although experienced reviewers found more lesions, detection rates were comparable among the newly trained radiologists and radiographers. Newly trained radiologists detected 71% of all cancers and 46% of large polyps versus 73%
and 39% for the radiographers. Our findings differ from those in the earlier studies because a different review method was used to evaluate the CTC examinations. We used a primary 3D evaluation approach [3, 5] . This more intuitive evaluation technique has greater conspicuity and exposure times to polyps than a primary 2D method. A primary 3D method therefore may be preferable for radiographers who have no experience in evaluating abdominal CT scans. Although whether radiographers would perform in a similar manner with a primary 2D approach cannot be distilled from our findings, findings in the earlier studies [12, 17] suggest as much.
Median review times in this study were higher for radiographers than for radiologists as a group (18 vs 14 minutes). This finding is in line with those in a study by Burling et al. [18] in which (experienced) radiologists using 2D technique interpreted images faster than did radiographic technicians, especially in cases in which there were pathologic findings. In that study, radiographers performed significantly better with longer review times, although large variation existed among newly trained reviewers.
In our study, more time was needed for radiographers as a group to perform similarly, but individual review times differed considerably between the two radiographers. Reviewer 3 (a radiographer) needed the same median time to review an examination as the experienced abdominal radiologist. The enhanced 3D viewing method used in this study allowed single (one-way) navigation through the colon, considerably reducing viewing time [16] . The review times in this study were therefore comparable with those reported in studies with a primary 2D approach [7, 8, 19] . It is important to understand, however, that all reviewers were scheduled free from clinical work, and no time limit was imposed. These data therefore cannot be extrapolated to a production environment, and we do not know whether radiographers can perform as well in daily routine.
The radiographers who participated in this study were highly motivated and had great interest in CTC. They not only had performed many CTC examinations themselves but also had taken part in postprocessing of CTC images, such as segmentation and creating a centerline. The dedication of the radiographers was probably an essential element in their good performance in this study. We believe that because the radiographers were familiar with the software of the unfolded cube technique, an approach not widely used, it was also easier for them to interpret the images than if they had been unfamiliar with this technique.
Our study has several limitations. A short learning curve of only 20 cases for the radiographers was used to train the observers. is not enough to achieve competence and that a learning curve was observed even after 350 cases. In addition, the reviewer experience was not the same for every observer because the radiologists had evaluated the patients as part of a larger accuracy study [5] . Review experience was especially distorted at the end of the study, the radiologists having almost twice as much reviewer experience as the radiographers. Although no feedback was provided during the course of the study, Some of the CT examinations evaluated by the radiographers were also performed by those radiographers. The radiographers, however, had no knowledge of previous findings, and because there was considerable time between the examination and the evaluation, we do not believe this factor influenced their results.
In this study, a balloon-tipped tube was inserted to insufflate the colon. The balloon was inflated with water and obscured the distal rectum. As a consequence, one large polyp in the rectum was missed, and most likely the use of air for balloon insufflation would have prevented this problem. Because adequate distention has been reported with only a thin rectal tube without a balloon [20] , we no longer use balloon-tipped catheters. We use only a thin rectal tube with a small balloon that is deflated with the patient in the prone position.
Our patients received full bowel preparation, but such preparation may not be desirable for screening [2, [21] [22] [23] [24] . Bowel preparation did not include tagging of the residual fluid with a contrast agent, which is currently considered standard practice.
The lack of an oral contrast agent might have influenced our results negatively, because differentiation of polyps from feces is more difficult without contrast material, and polyps can be obscured in residual fluid. The challenge of discriminating tagged feces and polyps in a (reduced) bowel preparation has not been put to the test in this study.
Although this study showed no or only a slight increase in sensitivity for combined interpretation, a double-interpretation strategy, as in mammographic screening, may be a good review method for optimizing accuracy [7, 12] . In screening, however, the sheer number of patients markedly increases the workload of radiologists, and double interpretation by radiologists is probably not cost-effective in that situation. This problem may hamper implementation of CTC as a screening technique for colorectal adenoma and carcinoma. Computer-aided detection is an instrument under development that has had good initial results [9] [10] [11] and has recently gained regulatory approval. This promising tool may have an important role as a second review in CTC. Another good alternative may be to deploy a radiographer instead of a radiologist as a second reviewer. In that way the radiographer would alleviate some of the workload for radiologists, and costs would not be as high as with employment of two radiologists.
In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that dedicated radiographers trained in interpretation of CTC examinations can achieve accuracy comparable with that of radiologists in the evaluation of CTC. The results imply that deployment of a radiographer as a reviewer in CTC is acceptable. This finding is of particular interest in double-interpretation screening.
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